Mynieni
TNG era and beyond
There is some evidence the Mynieni are distantly evolved from aquatic
ancestors, as there are several non-intelligent species of marine life on Mynie
that very closely resemble the more advanced land-dwelling race. If this is in
fact the case, then there can be no doubt that they are a very old race, who
evolved slowly over a great period of time. They communicate in a lowpitched series of long & short calls that sound like the hooting of Terran Owls.
Their language is difficult to master, owing to the complex structure of their
words, though once the lexical barrier has been overcome, their syntax is
remarkably similar to other Federation languages. In the Federation, they are
valued for their mining expertise.
Names: Their names seem very alien (& almost impossible to say) to most,
while in contact with the Federation, they use names which are severely
abbreviated phonetic equivalents of their "self-professed names". Ex.
Beeyoop-ping has a Mynieni name which is over 230 groups long.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We see so much more than you will ever know.
Attributes: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1
TRAIT:
Mynieni are a non-humanoid race, who resemble upside down pears
supported by 100s of strong rope-like tendrils that sprout from the top of
their bodies. Their bodies, which is a purplish-gray color, is about 1m from
top to bottom & about 1.5m wide. They have an oral aperture at the
bottom of their body, surrounded by several hundred cilia. Two very pale,
dinner-plate sized [25 cm] eyes complete the picture.
Talents:
Mynieni, or with GM's permission.

Night Vision [Required]
Requirement:
The Mynieni's eye's sensitivity to light is almost 20x that of a human. You
suffer no Difficulty penalties from total darkness or low-light conditions.
You gain 1d20 to your rolls.

Prehensile Tendrils
Requirement:
You have 100's of tendrils which allow you to perform extremely subtle &
precise manipulations. When handling small items (5cm or less), you
decrease the Difficulty by 1, minimum of 1, & gain 1d20 to your rolls. While
you increase the Difficulty of using any larger items by 1.

Superior Mobility & Balance
Requirement:
Your tendrils give you a superior ability to traverse difficult terrain & to
maintain your balance. You ignore all movement & combat modifications
for broken or unstable terrain & you will never lose your balance as long
as you are able to keep in contact with the ground. No Knockdowns.

SPECIES

